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LEXIS Arrives In Libi-ary
.

by Mike Buskus

'

'sopbistica~ed as those presentiy in . in the instr1:1ctional chain.
use.
.
..,
Qhio State even offers.
P ·l..:egal
research can now be
All f-he · schools introduced · "refresher" courses to users whose
done electronicatly thanks to LEXIS with a series of training search techniques are rusty. Most
computerized systems such as sessions. Various methods were of the law schools util"izing LEXIS
L'EXIS, WESTLAW, JURIS and tried, but the most successful reported that user proficiency·
others. These research systems \ efforts combined a general increased after students applied
'utilize remote · termfnals theoretical explanation · of LEX-IS to a variety of research
rese~bling typewriters which are computer data retrieval methods problems.
connected by telephone lines to · with indlvidu·alized •. An important feature
centraltzed computers )Vith demonstrations or small gro·up disiinguishing LEXIS from other
"libraries'!. in the memory bariks. instruction. One scbool reporte,d computerized systems such as
.The Charles B. Sears · (.;aw that the besO-esults were obtained WEST LAW is that LEX IS is a
Ub_rary . a~ U~ ~aw ·:sc_h oo( ho~ .. when tlie · "hahds-o~-.. training "full text", "interactive" system-.
hc\5-'. LEiXIS, tl)e legal· research . sessions •: were conducted soon It i"ncludes th·e complete
coniput~( marketed by·~ealDate · after th~ general theoretical word-for-word text of all cases
Central.
overview.
within its memory. Every word
• . . :-The. pr~sent: versiori: 9f L~IS ; :- bther:- -methods -of instruction printi;d in the official report of
~ ··an updated. and modified form in LEXIS use have produced United States Reports; including
-mtchael snap"?: of OB AR, the Ohio Bar varied results. Mead Data supplied the syllabus of decision and names
·s tudents turn out to support Prof. Abramo".sky
Automated Research system a
' ' b I a c k
b o x ' ' of ·counsel, is included in a
pioneered by Mead Data in 1971 . programmed-instruction system to "segment" of the LEXIS data
The OBAR computer was first the University of Missouri at base. In contrast, WESTLAW
.
. ·. ·
,
,
tested at Case Western Reserve Kansas City. This device plugged relies upon digests of cases
Law. School , in · Cleveland .- Tbe into the r-iigular LEXIS terminal. garnered from the West's
reseatch capabilities of the system Si.mi I a r ' in fun c-i i O n t O headnote system. Thus, whereas
"°e(e , grigin I\Y limited to 'Ohio "pr.ogrammed" textbooks, - it WESTLAW. pre-indexes Cil$e
. ,, -. ·
.
statutory and decisional., law.. . utilized a set of canned questiohs ~x tr acts according to its
Later expansion of tile "libraries'_' and answers to familia rize users established digesting system, · ·
by Paul Bumbalo
importantconsiderati~ns.
added · United States S-upreme with the operations of ·LEXIS: LEXIS ·neither furnishes nor
The concerns of the faculty Court decisions after 19)8 and Repeated mechanical breakdowns imposes an indexing system. ·
LEXIS is accessible through a
On Tuesday, February 1, the - include the interest of the · Circuit Court cases decided after limited its effectiveness, however. .
Student · Bar Association(SBA) students but are not limited tQ 1945. District Court and Court ·of
LEXIS now features a series of key word system, Searches are
held a meeting to discuss the fate them.
When.
making
an Claims cases are. also inc.luded: as videotaped instructional lectures. conduc·ted by linking search
of
Professor
Abraham appointment
decision, are a -growing number of state These tapes, aµthored by Mead words (e.g. "automobile",Abramovsky at'the law schoo( and institutional concerns must be · decisions.
Data President Jerome S. Rubin "negligence", "bicycle") with
general selection criteria for considered.
The
1fontinued
LEXIS ' modern ·terminal and other employees of . Mead, appropriate connectors (e.g. .
faculty members. The issue ·o f viability o f the law school as an resemble·s a standard computer explain the theory of BQOlean "and", "or"). The manipulation
Profes.sor
Abramovsky's educational institution (lepends keyboard, coupled with a cathode logic and demonstrate it with of keywords and appropriate
appointment
became
moot, 6n many factors i•ncluding: the ray tube (~RT) video display. specific research problems.
connectors generates a response
Training sessions conducted by from the CRT indicating how
however, Friday, February 2, ·schools' reputation, the quality of Complementing the installation is
when he requested the SBA not the · faculty
in
terms
of. a line ~rinter for paper copies of LEXIS salespeople or . trained! many cases have "satisfied". the
raise the issue during a full faculty · publications and .teaching ability, retrieved information : A librarians emphasize strategy and search request. The researcher can
meeting to be hela later that day. the quality of its graduating telephone line allo'VS- for data efficiency in searching for relevant then reformulate the search
The fact that approximately students and the quality of its, transmission to M'eild's centralized authorities. Initial results at the request if too many or too few
100 students attended the/ SBA incoming students.
computer in Dayton, Ohio.
Ohio law schools disclosed that cases are retrieved .. In addition, ·a
Mead Data substantially revised second and third-hand instruction KWIC (key word in context)
meeting in order to provide
· "Additional
concerns
are
student input, indicates the whether the teacher ill fit 'in -the "softw.are" (:programming) in was less efficient than .training by display shows a portion of the
significance .the- student body with the. faculty, i:he image of the 1974, while simultaneously librarians. The spectn!m of search text of discovered cases to
places on appointment cjecisions. sc;hool and ~he bringing in of. expanding the variety and methods diminished at each link
-<:ontlnued on page twelve
All of the students were deeply people to enhance that image," t1me-span of "librar.ies" available.
con·cerned· that their interests Tony Leavy,· SBA president said . By \he tinie
this' revision, three
·
were · not
other. Ohio law schools (Cleveland
being adequately during the meeting.
~ate -Friday afternoon wtian Stat~, Ohio Northern · and
reflected by the selection criteria,
applied
by
the , taculty ,Abramovsky's request became. Cincinnati) had -, ~cquired the
Appointments
Committee. known, there - were feelings of -system. OBAR ~was renamed
Doubts were expressed as to surprise,
helplessness
and . .t:.tXlS·.as nationwide availability
whether the far.ulty was assigning frustrat~on. ,<\nger_ was also 'i>f-ihis system was planned.
AV aide Sue Kushner with
proper weight to the various evident .on the faces of,many law
The four Ohio law schools with
considerations which go into stud_ents. A great deal of effort the most experience • iri l:.EXIS
LEXIS
was expanded by many students report that student response to
appointment clecisions.
.Second year ·student Jerry- to clearly express their views. this new · · research tool has
McGreer's comments- concerning There was a high level of student ·generally been enthusiastic. · In
the qualification '<if Abramovsky participation at the SBA meeting contrast, faculty interest has been
are irldicjltive of what the in the form of proposals to somewhat less intense.
promote
student
When the computerized system
majority of students feel should effeotively
be the proper considerati~s in interests. Some of ti;le suggestions was introduced at Case Wes ern,
going , to . the· le8'11 Iittle :attention was given to
making a faculty appointment. were:
"The ability to "keep- students' community to inform _it'as to •\fle. . . training users in the theory of
' attention, good teaching methods, events of the_past week, callinJJl ···c'omputet_ized data retrieval.
. intorming students .how things are strike where students would lnstead 1 most efforts by Mead
in real life not ju~t.,i.n theory, refuse to ·atte11d ' classes and revolved around ironing out
creating an atmosphere conducive openly
informing
indMdual tecl:inical .. bugs in the system ·and
to · learning,
and . preparing ,faculty members . of .' what the · exi>arrding the number of
students for a future beyond sutdents- feel are in their best . "libraries". Even the data terminal
~ this,"
McGreer
' said.
were inteJ~Sts.
'I
used at"t;:;ase Wester'n was not as
-. ~ V
1
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Editorial

_J,

In Re Abramoysky
Students Are Ign0i-ed
In ' wha't has been referred to .as an unprecedented sign of student
cohesiveness, the SBA, on February 1, staged an organization meeting
to thwart the inevitable "fate" of Professor Abraham Abramovsky.
Professor · Abramovsky has only taught here for one complete
semester. It is indeed a tribute to the man that approximately 100
students attended this-meeting.
The faculty i•s in a curious position. They advocate their' sensitivity
to student input to the Promotion and Tenure Committee and
Appoin'tment Committee via the SCATE forms. 1·nde'e'd, they claim
that such evaluations are taken seriously. (see Allan Can field's letter on
page two).
.
.
. We are, however, quickly inform-ed that there arc other criteria:
research, community service and in-house activities. The quintessential
issue is to what extent each of these criteria are weighed.
•
.
H '(for ·the 'sal<e of a'nalysis)' th,t criteria ·is limited to fdt.ir major
considerations, a tremendously strong showing in one area (teach ing)
should carry the day, provided the other areas are not of a desperately
low level of achievement.
Assuming the proviso is never invoked, one can only conclude that
the impact of the student evaluation of teaching is minimal. There is
little argument that the faculty should and must take all of the above
factors into consideration and not rely solely on one's teaching ability.
Student frus!ration is, however, undoubtedly compounded by the
fact all of the facts are not made public. The students' contribution to
the evaluation process goes to only one of severa.l factors.
In light of the fact that the Appointment Committee refused to
consider Al:iramovsky, it is difficult to constructively comment on the
substantive basi•s for their decision. It would seem that the
overwhelming student support for Abramovsky would have at least
warranted consideration . Ii is this type of treatment that tends to
foster student frustration and heighten criticism of faculty decisions.

Ah yes, once again the voice _gf
ine?(perience crie out in the
wilderness. "The grading system
stinks. We'll take our chances at
getting a C rather than put up
with the mediocrity of a Q!" Well,
I've been here almost three years
and I say,- "Three cheers for the
grading system!!"
To the newcomers, the
advantages of the grading system
might not be obvious. I thought I
might offer a few I have
discovered. First of all, SUNY at
Buffalo has the only law school in
the nation where 75-80% of all
students are ranked in the top
one-third of their class (according
to a recent survey of resumes).
And there's no di~puting those
figures!
·
Secondly, _most employers are
· so confuseti · with the system of
grading that they don't bother to
ask for transcripts anymore. That
is a great relief to those of us who
have a couple grades we .are not
·too proud of.
If an employer should happen
to request yow transcript, you
have the advantages of explaining
to him exactly- what a · Q means.
This relates back to one ·of the

reasons why the grading sxstem
was implemented in the first
place. By exp laining the meaning
of a Q, you .get, to show off those
advocacy skills you've been taught
in law school. Pretty tricky, eh?
Personally, I thi.nk the Q+ and
Q- on. the grading sheets are
enough feedback for the ~t_udent.
They accomplish their purpose
while keeping a lid on
competition at the school. Some
professors have even gone so far as
to really detail the feedback to
their class members. In addition
to Q+ and Q-, we now have Q+
(meaning: don't bother to ask me
to raise
your grade to an H) and
\
Q-· (meaning: you deserved a D
but I alre ady gave out my limit).
Recently, the law school has even
seen the introduction of two new
grades, the D+ and F+ (meaning:
.unknown). How's that for
detailed feedback! Oh yes, it's .
undetermined whether or not you
can get · a letter in your file to
show _substantially better work
than a plain old Dor F. , •
. Tber1 are disadllantages t9
,rianging the _system. Can. you
imagin·e how long it would take to
get the grades do9e if petty
distinctions had to , be ·made (i .e.
, 8- •or Ct). •Last· year I heard a

professor say how gr.eat the
grading I sysiem . was because you
only have to distinguish !:f's and
D's from the rest of the papers. I
think it took him only about two
months to get 'his grades posted.
That .just goes to . show you that
you won't get the quick service
we, now have with . a• six or 10 tier
grading system.
Finally, law students have to
realize the grading system in law
school is much more · than just
feedback about how well o_r
poorly you've done in a cour,se. It
is also a preparation for r" al life as
an attorney. There wil,I be times
when you a:re sure .,you have
convinced the · ju_ry of the
defendant's innocence. After
deliberations, they will ,reenter tbe
jury box, the foreman ,will stand
,and forcefully announce .the
verdict, "GUilTY!'; Remember ,
getting a Q or D now., wherr you
thought you .wrote an ti exam will
help take the sting out of that
day. Likewise, don't b!l ~urpr'ised
if one day, when. you l~as\_expect
it, .someone walks up t-0 you .and
says, "Smile, you '.jw;t.got an-Hin
Future Interests!"

r

' .

. :. 'john Batt

P~rpose Of SCA TE Fo~s Ex.pk,,inetJ: ,·

_whi1=h ,. may be ineffective and . are asked not to atteriipt to look
. .poorly chosen.
: at the1r eval~ations' ulitil courses
To the Editor:
· · , 'As' witli ~all sdci~I sc1enclf too'ls: have l:ieen· -cnrrij:,leted-; -'ahd , g'rades
' the feedback ·form is ii° thumbnail ' turned .in.
I
sketch of assessment, and it would
Finally, the student should be
Several students have asked be hazardous to plot out a assured that the forms .are not
q u e s t i o n s a b o u t t h e teacher's future career based on a gathered just to let dust collect on
teaching/cour"se evaluation results. single assessmen·t or feedback them. Tl:ieir use, in fad; is a direct
Here are · responses to their form_. The forms can be very res ult of a student. pressure
questions.
helpful i_n . the improvement of movement in the late sixties,
The comp.uteri zed form pedagogy for the sensitive teacher endorsed by the faculty and now
(desigAed by students and faculty and especiaily for the novice used by the administration in
on last year's FSRB committee) teacher. Most students realize, I concert with facuity committees.
when it is returned from, the think,' that teaching is an art We- believe they are used
computer center is ·copied, (some would say skill, science or judiciously and fairly. ,·
The new - form will provide
returned to individual faculty craft) which requires a blending 9f
members, and placed in the cognitive and interpersonal better analyses <,f.•the results in
library for general, student use. talents. In this sense, one would terms of correlations, total faculty
Some -students u~e i,t to help tl:J~rn :,.not · want ,to see feedback form's teach mg ·characteristict and so on .
decide . --which. · cour-ses: ~ey. :"".ill . used as:t .a st6dent clobber devis;e S~m~ w9rk1 em~lns, ~A,e done on
take.
or mechanism, · nor to .be used the \ computer programming of
Additional copies are kept in against the teacher; conversely, these operations.
.
. r;ny office and in the Dean_'s office one _ would not want, tq see /i
i hope this answers man}'. of ·
for use by the_. Promot10~ a?d ,faculty member ·"ge~ .b.ack at \' your questions.
Tenure Co~m1ttee. Typically, , students .for their negative
,
.
that comm1tJ~e collects and appraisal of his or her pedagogical
1
' r;
The SBA. in jts attempt to invoke strict adherence to self-imposed evaluate each pro~ssor.'s Jeaching conduct. ' In this regard, faculty
Allan Caafleld
,faculty deadlines for posting grades has requested the assistance of Dr. as they- co'!le be,for,e, that
Ronald F. Bunn, vice president for academic affairs, and Dr. Gilbert committee, _by looking at their
Moore, university dean for the division of graduate and professional past records on the SCATE. Such
education.
evaluations· are taken seriously in
The S.BA's actions are clearly drastic. Are they, however, the determination of promotion
necessary? Are they likely to result in the early posting of grades? Or is or retention. The committee To the Editor:
Prospective candidates should
pick up a petition form at the
it merely a dramatic gesture which will only serve to attract University evaluates .. their research,
probing i.nto areas best left t9 the law school?
communjty service and in-house
On February 27 and 28, the SBA office. Forms will be
We fully understand and empathize, with the SBA's fru~tration in acth:ities- ~~ well . In addition, · SBA will _condu<;$ a general ·a vaifabte' be.ginning Monday,
tpis m~tter. It is a frustration undollbtedly shared by Dean Headrick. fac,ulty members visit classes and · ete &tion ·pursuant to '· the January 29th. They must be
We fail to see what remedies are available to the University that,-are not student letters are soiicited to P,rovisions of ArtfcJe 111 of the returned no la~er than 5:00 P.M.
availabletothela~school.
.
. . ,1··
'
I
•
- ensureacompletee~aluation.
SBA '' constitution. I Voting onFriday;Februar{1 6th.
Sure~y, the University would view this matter as 'One perfectly 1 • The new f~rm is designed to members of the SBA wi\l choose a
'candid'~tes wh·o wish to
~ilore,d ~or in-house _dls1>t1sition. This, of course, brings us back to step p~qvide "fe~d~ac~" •to_~-t~acher Pf es id en t; Vice-~_rf siden,t; , puplis~,statemen~ i.n;The Opinion
one: r.eolity. Jhe reality that the faculty has always posted grades when , .on 'sever.ti d1mens1ons. It 1s hoped, .T.reasur.er; and _Secri,tary. In should _ be ' informed that' the
ihey have deemed them fil)ished and have never followed the dictates for example, that by ,statistical additron six Directors .)Y.ill be -.,election:issile deadli~e is February
of a calendar.
correla~ion, ~. professor Will be chosen 'to represent the P.~esent . 13th.
To suggest that the faculty change the deadline to a more realistic able to pinP.ojnt whether he or she FJrst-v'e'ai- class (Seco~d-year
Als~ sh6uld a -run-off
one certainly does not solve the problem bu merely attempts to . is , effectively' -te~ching to the Directors) ·and six Directors will election be~o~e nece~sary .. it wJII
disguise it. This would serve only to pacify and no\,to .expedite. ,
whole class; allo~mg a handful of be chosen to·represent the presc!nt be held on.March 7th and 8th.
The_ bottom line: the remedy of specif.ic perform'llnce is not stud~~t~ t? dommat~ the class, ~r . ~econd-year class (Third-year
•
' ·
available in contracts for personal services.
req1Jirmg s(1,1dents to read material Directors).
,.~BA Eier;.tli>n Cominlt(ee

· · Gra'd ing p roblem' ,
Lft te

' ' Our ·own House
Clean

Pick Up Ekc,ion Petit~ns

'
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SBA Phone Abuse Committee Issues Ame~ment To.Final Report·
The fol/owing letter was telephone listings of students in
distributed to members of .the the Law School's graduating
Faculty-Student Relations Board classes of 1977, 1978, 1979, and
on January 17, 1979.
1980.
Our Committee issued its final
report to the SBA Boi\rd an·d Law
School community on November
2, 1978. That report included a
complete list of unauthorized and
Dear Jk_ard Member:
unclaimed calls. The Committee
also informed the Board t~at its
Ap1 ou know, during most of cross,match process had revealed
977 and through early · 1978, 16 instances where a destination
ihdividuals placed unauthorized number matched a current or
phone calls on telephones funded former law student's home listing.
1
y law students' student activity_ Fi'nally, according to final figures,
ees allocated to the Student Ba:r the Committee reported recovery
·
~ ssociation.
of over one thousand of the
In the wake of-this discovery, approximately 1thirteen hundred
the Student Bar Association's misallocated dollars.
Board of Directors appointed a
L'n line with ·Committee feeling,
Phone Abuse Committee on April t'F -SBA Board concluded at its
5, 19-78. Comtnittee members November 2, 1978 meeting that
included Madeline Bernstein, Jim problen:is of capability and
Maloy,. Lewis Steele, Dwight authority precluded any further
unilateral SBA Board inquiry. At
Wells, and Dean Tom Headrick.
In response to Committee the same time, and after
requests, the SBA Board Committee consultation with the
established a . basic policy. Phone Dean on October .19, 1978; our
abusers who reimbursed the SBA Committee suggested that further
prior to April 17, .1978 would not phone abuser identification and
be publicly identified and would the subsequent imposition of
!I0t be liable for sanctions in spite appropriate sanctions against such
of their unauthorized .behavior. identified phone abusers did fall
The SBA · woutd not, however, within the purview and abilities of
protect individuals identified as the · F acuity-Student Relations
phone abusers after that date.
Board. The $BA Board agreed and
Our Committee tailored its at the November 2 meeting
activities with these policy unanimously voted to send the
guidelines in mind. We spent Committee's :final report and
much time .and energy· prior to match list to the FSRB for their
April 17, 1978 working with action.
student organizations to identify
Today, therefore, we are
unauthorized phone Cills so that sending you an am~d~ copy of
. as much ·. 'as' ·:poss1bl~ · ·of , the our final report as well as copy
students' squandered money of OIH match listings. The
could , l>e repaid. During the amendments include the number
summer of 1978, one of us of times each destination wa·s
worked with both the New York called and the total amount bilied
Telephone Company and the .for all calls to that destination.
_We ~k that you receive this·
University's Student Acco1,mts
Office to determine the material and commit yourselves to
destination of those unauthorized making an ~arnest effort to
phone calls uncla_imed after April identify and deal with individuals
17, 1978. Early . this semester, who did in fact steal student
another member cross-checked activity fees, yet continue i~
the destination list of uncl,Jjme'cl refuse to come forward. Further,
,
phone numbers with the home we suggest that

l

a

0

* you communicate directly abusers, bear in mind that the
W,ith the single parent company of SBA Board does not and cannot
the Rochester and ·.Ohio Shoe · condone students ·stealing , from
Stores and inquire what other students. The SBA Board
connection those stores ·might will, therefore, support
have (or had) with any former or appropriate sanctions imposed ·o n
· current law school student, *you · ,identified recalcitrant phone
discuss with each match-listed abusers.
present or former law student the_Fi~ally, after you · have
circumstances under which their concluded your investigation and
re ·s idence received an deliberation, the SBA Board
unauthorize~ and unclaimed requests you report to it (1) the
telephone call, and
procedur~ used to identify actual
• you impose whatever recalcitrant phone abusers, (2) the
sanctions you cons i 'cl er number of.. phone abusers so
appropriate upo.n identification of identified, and (3) the sanctions
students who placed unauthorized imposed on identified phone
and unclaimed phone calls.
abusers.
Members of the SBA ~o.ard,
In your determination of the
appropriate sanctions for especiallythoseofusonitsPhone
identified and recalcitrant phone Abuse Committee, are available

To the Editor:

,.

The problem of overcrowding
seems to be particularly acute on
The 1student members of the weekends, especially on Sundays.
Library Committee would like to One reason for this problem may
respond to J.R. Drexelius, Jr.'s have been that our library was
letter in the last issue of The previously the only one on
Opinion. )'hat letter criticized the campus opening early. This is no
presence of non-law students- in longer true. On . Sundays, · the
,;our" library.
·
Undergraduate Library now opens
We suggest that restricted use one hour earlier than the law
of the library would not library. Hopefully, this will help
effectively solve the problems of alleviate the problem.
W·e · also suggest that if
overcrowding, noise and
inaccessability to the copy overcrowding per~ists, the library
machine. Such restrictions would could adopt a policy of restricting
also jeopardize the law school's study areas for · use ,. only by law
position as part of this university. students. For example, we can
Mr. Drexelius should also be employ the .sign-up system for
aware that there ·are a great . carrels; used during finals, on a
number of law students who permanen.t basis. Such a system is
venture beyond the walls of the workable only if law students are
law library to make use of other considerate of one another.
libraries in the university system. During finals, a number of law
We i;annot expect to restrict the· students signed up for carrels
us~ 'of "our" library and still early in the morning and kept
ex~~ct to ·be welcomed in other them all day - even though they
lib ~aries on campus. We would did not use the carrels for
lik~ to suggest some less drastic substantial periods of time. This
re,edies to libra_ry problems than practice monopolizes valuable
those proposed by Mr. Drexelius. study space in an admittedly

.

I

Vice ·Pres Can~ida~-Suggesa Reorgani,zation
give them an opportunity to do

This year, through the
leadership of Tony Leavy as our
president, the Student Bar
Association saw something of a
renaissance. It was no . l_onger
involved in a scandal, ·as it had
been during · the previous
administration. - It was more
accessible, with all ·the board
members holding office hours and
almost always some board
member in the office. Believe it or
not, the Board actually
accomP.f ishec,t .things too, most
importantly getting the .voice of
the' student body heard. For these
reasons, I rni proud to have been
a member of this board.
However, the SBA still has a
far way to go. One ·of the major
problems faced by the Board is
apathy, including that of the
board members themselves. Much
of this is due to the very st~ucture
of the organization itself.
-Directors don't' do much because·

more. Gommittees find all their
work done by those with seniority
or a·loud enough voice to take the
chairmanship·at the term start. All
the others have to hope that they
personally get aggravated enough
about an issue to make their own
ground, often on their own. Those
who don't do either become
reduced to helpers and
quorum-makers.
Is it any wondc:r that so many
people get· •disgusted every term
and don't bott)er running again, or
run but do nothing except hold a
title when they win? This
turnover is not healthy for the
brganization which ends up
·starting from scratch every time it
holds an election. Some of this
-might require a change of the
constitutionai structure of the
organization, but most of it could
be done easily through a
concerted effort on the part of
the new board.
·
This is why I am running for
Vice-President in ·the election

the organizJtion really doesn't

Made//ne Bernstein
James Maloy
Lewis Steele
Dwifl,t Wells

Student Library Committee ~eJJ,ponds
To Propt,ed Ban On Non~Legal Us~e

I

To the Editor:

and willing _to provide you with
any addition.al data and
background information-you fee~
you may need.
We look back with sadness and
discomfort on our part in this
process. Our experjence tells us
that your experience will l>e no
less uncomfortable and no less
disquieting. But, we feel strongly
that joint SBA-FSRB action is
necessary if we a:re to demonstrate ·
that this Law School is committed
to the development of legal ethics
as much as it is concerned with
the perfecti<?n of legal reasoning.

being held at the end of this
month. I am concerned about the
roll that SBA has played, and t
optimistic about the one that it
could . play. However, as long as
th·e organization is as unstable as'
. it now is, too much time gets
wasted every year getting it going
again. I'd like to see the· student's
voice be more than heard; I want
to see it listened to. A responsive
SBA can generate a responsive
faculty. Let us divide the pie and
get everyone who you want to
represent you involved. ,
Th is term I studied the
positions, saw what was done in
them, and· thought about what
could be done in them. As
Vice-President I could be the
intermediary in many instances:
. between the rest of the University
and us, between the organizations
funded by the law students and
the general student body, between
the student body and the faculty,
and' between the student body
and their chosen representatives
on the Board.

would like to see the school ·
do more than they have for the
handicapped -students within it,
instead of them having to try and
do it all for themselves. I would
·like to see consistency in grading
- especially in the treatment of
asterisks. I would also like to see
the faculty living up to their
self-imposed rule as to when
grades should be posted; late
gradiis unprofessional and a
disservice to every one of us.
Obviously I can't concentrate on
all of these. However, with the
SBA structure modified to
heigh ten involvement of the
Board members, and the student
body as a whole, I won't have to.
Therefore, this will be my_main
goal.
With interested and dedicated
officers, we can keep the Board
moving, and accelerate to a better
and more jointly productive
point. Help me do this. Let us
work together. Thank you.

overcrowded library.
The noise problem presents
different considerations. We can't
agree with Mr. Drexef-ius'
contention that th-e
undergraduates are solely
responsible for the noise problem.
Many law students are the worst
offenders. A possible solution is
to develop a · self-enforced
regulatory system. Students
would be responsible for asking
persons making noise to hold it
down. Too often, we gripe about
the noise but don't do anything to
stop it. We believe that non-taw
students ~sing the library would
be reluctant to make noise if the1aw students the.mselves
maintained a quiet atmosphere.
A more drastic remedy might
be to have library personnel
enforce a "quiet" rule by asking
noisemakers, law students and
non-law students alike, to leave
the library. However, - it is
qu,estionable whether we really
want library personnel acting as
policemen, rather than providing
other essential library services.
Mr. ·orexelius' final COf!lplaint
concerns the use of the copy
machines by students other than
those in the law school. This
problem will be partially
alleviated by the scheduled
..a<tdition of two new copy
machines in the library. Also,. an
attempt is being made to inst.a.II
$.05 copy machines in all
university libraries. The earliest
this can happen is next fall, so be
patient. A possible temporary
solution . would be to have on-e
copy machine used only for
copying non-circulating law
library materials. This machine
would be operated by library
personnel, who would monitor
the materials which are being
copied. However, the feasibility of
such an arrangement remains to
be worked out.
In conclusion, we do not
believe, as Mr. Drexelius does,
that the undergraduates are the
sole source of our problems in the
library. There are remedies that
may be employed to correct our
problems. The Library Committee
welcomes student input regarding
our suggestions. Feel free to
contact the Committee.

The Student Members of
Mike Rosenthal
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the Library Committee
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law Revue Seeks Taknt
To the Editor:
All faculty and students
interested in performing or
helping with the production of
Law Revue II, please be sure to
contact Ted Donovan, box no.
302.
This year the Law Revue

promises to be a real winner. This
asses·s ment is based . on the
whirlwind success enjoyed last
year by all persons involved,
including the 400 spectators.
Sign on!

• Allon Canfield

Latest Attempt To Oust Q
To: Faculty
From: W.R. Greiner
RE: Grading System

WANTED: Law Revue founder John Simson (I) and his alter-ego Ralph J. Stairsteps (r),
to perform in this year's gig.
-

Selection Process For TA's Revealed
5 secc;md-time applicants had but one of these were second-year
compiled a distinguished academic students. The choice was hardest
re CO rd; had demonstrated at this level. None of these
excellence in a writing related applicants clearly stood out in the
extra-curricular activity (e.g. Moot way that the first eleven had
Court), and had acquired appeared to us. Since most of
additional legal experience since these applicants were second-year
1. Notice of the job opening last year.
students, their academic records
The next three in the group of could not help us as much as we
was posted at various places in
O'Brian, and with the Placement . ten had compiled good to would have liked. The final five
Office.
excellent academic records in the ~ere chosen on the following
2. Applicants were instructed first two years; had good legal grounds:
to leave a resume and writing experience from summer jobs or
No. 1. Very good first year
sample in the Placement Office.
part-time employment; and had record (3 H's, H in Legal Writing)
3. Placement Office assembled distinguished · themselves in · and tw.o very strong unsolicited
the application and copies of each extracurricular work in the law recommendations from faculty
applicants permanent record car.d, school, i.e., Moot Court and Law with whom he had worked on
and delivered them to Kaplan's Review. We conferred with them research projects.
office after the closing date for regarding the time. commitment
No. 2. Very good f1rst year
a pp I i cat i-o n s. A b o u t 5 0 required, and satisfied ourselves record (3 H's, Hin Legal Writing);
applications were received.
that they would be able to meet law office experience, and
4. Greiner and Kaplan jointly the demands of · the Writing research experience with a faculty
reviewed each application. Based Program. We decided to hold the member.
on last year's experience, we decision on the last three until
· No. 3. Very good first year
decided - to give preference to after we held interviews with the record (3 H's, Hin Legal Writing);
third-year students, but without candidates.
teaching experience; joint degree
foreclosing appointments to
Each of the ten students candidate in American · Studies;
e s p e c i a II y - we 11 - q u a I if i e d identified in this initial screening unusual life experiences (military
second-year students. Our check is a third-year student.
service and employment).
6. During the i'nitial review we
· list for selecti_ng applicants for
No. 4 . .Good first year (2 H's,
appointment or interview also selected 17 applicants for H in Legal Writing); advanced
included:
interviews. Two of these degree; four years teaching high
applicants were third-year school English; I aw office
a) Law school grades;
b) Grade in Legal Research and students, fifteen were second-year experience; teaches writing
. Writing;
·
students. (After we sent - the part-time on an LSAT preparation
c) Grades in other writing interview notices, an applicant we course.
courses;
had passed over requested that we
No. S. Very good first year (4
d) Teaching experience;
reconsider her file. We did, and H's, H in Legal Writing); law
e) Law office experience;
decided that she should be added office experience.
f) Participation in Law Review, to the list to be interviewed.)
Making the last choice was the
Moot Court or BLP;
Most of these eighteen students hardest. In so doing, we closed
g) Any other unusual were interviewed on Saturday, out a third-year student, ·and 5
experience tending to November 11, and the rest were second-year students, largely on
demonstrate candidate's maturity interviewed early the next week. the judgement that they did not
and capacity for hard work, After completion of the Saturday demonstrate quite as high a level
quality writing, and working well interviews, we iidded one of achievement, experience,
as a teacher of first-year students. third-year student to the list of and/or maturity as the five we
5 . The initial screening appointments, and withheld the chose. These were very close calls,
produced seven candidates whom decision on the others until the but represented a best estimate on
we determined to appoint following week.
our part. As to the 5 ·second-year
immediately, and three candidates
7. Five of the second-year students in this group, they
whom we thought should be students we interviewed withdrew should consider applying again
seriously considered, if, in our from further consideration early next year. Like the cadre of
judgement, the fr other the next week. Each of them is on disappointed finalists from · last
commitments would not interfere Law Review. They were advised . year, whom we appointed this
with .their work in the legal by the Editors not to attempt the year, we believe they have the
writing program.
work 1n the Research and Writing potential to be effective in .the
Of the fir~t seven, one was an Program.
program, but we felt that they
We then invited one more would benefit from another year
i11structor last year, five were
applicants who had been seriously third-year applicant to interview, of experience. .(In one case, we
con~dered in the selection process and determined to appoint her also were concerned that the
last ' year, and one was a student along with the three other applicant intended to continue in
with a , solid backgr9imd in third-year students on whom we an outside employment; ·:Our
teacliing, an exceller,t record both had withheld decision (see S experience with the seco~~year
·
in law school in a .special law above).
Law Review people last year
8. That left us-with the task of su~d to us thtt this woul.d
school research program, and ln a
c I e rksh i P· w i,.,th.,..,e,-qfe~r-, selecting six appliurlts,.,from -the no J,e · c:o,ppatlble with --die.•
Mapvem's law firm. Each of the remaining pool of applicants. All demand$ o~ the program.)
.
Memo To: Tom Headrick
From: Bill Greiner and
Milton Kaplan
RE: Selection Process For Legal
Writing Instructors

.>,""' . j
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You have received the agenda
for the December 8; faculty
meeting and the attached report
from APPC. You have also
received the Dean's December 1,
1978 memos regarding blue books
and the grading system. Please
bring the latter to the meeting. At
the meeting I will introduce the
following . resolutions for your
consideration.
1. That the faculty amend the
official title and designation of
the grade Q, by. substituting the
symbol "G" and the term "Good"
for the symbol "Q" and the term
"Qualified."
2. Thai the faculty amend the
official title and designation of
the grade D, by substituting the
symbol "P" and the term "Pass"
for the symbol "D" and the term
"Unsatisfactory."
3. That subject to the
preceding amendments, the
faculty endorse the continuation
of our· present grading and
academic eligibility standards, and
that the preceding· amendments
are not ,intended to make any
change in the implementation by
the faculty of our present grading
system.
4. That the faculty reaffirms its
support for the use of favorable
letters of evaluation and the use
of the- asterisk to afford notice
that such letters have been filed,
and that the discussion of these
items In .the Qecember 1, 1978
memorandum from the Dean
represents an accurate statement
of faculty ·pqlicy.
My reason for suggesting the
amendments is a belief that in a
grading evaluation system in
which we use only 3 ·grades and in
which most grades are based on

one written examination, we .
ought to adopt a mor~ ·positive
and less punitive set of symbols
and terms to describe what we are
doing. Our present system gives-a
very high reward/recognition. to
1 /7 to 1 /3 of the students in each ·
course; no reward/recognition to
7/10 of the students in each
course; and a rather severe
sanction to 1/7 to 1/10 of the
students in each, course. Since it
appears to me that the majority of
students who receive Q's do good
solid sensible work, I would like
our symbolism to reflect that.
Since the D is· a marginally passing
grade (and always has been at this
school) I would like our
symbolism to reflect that. These
modest amendments would give a
positive bias to the grading
system, and I think we ought to
err on the side ·of moderation so
lorig as we ba~ mosi of oui- grades
· primarily on the singie sit down
examination.
The r~lution regarding the
letter of evaluation and asterisk is
an attempt, perhaps vain, to
remind us · of and get us to
implement one of the best ideas in
our 1969-1970 grading reforms,
but one which we have almost •
totally ignored. I will also move
that we discuss the resolutions
.and the APPC r·e port in
committee of the whole, but that
we postpone the final deliberation
on them until our February
faculty meeting. That will give us
and OJ.Jr students ample time to
think about and respond ·to the
resolutions and the APPC report.

Editor's note: This grade proposal
was overwhelmlngly defeated_ at
the Faculty meeting on ·February
2.

.

Pres Runs For Director
To the Editor:

Because I think I have been a
Although I do not believe I relatively good President and·
have the· time I think it is because ·1 hope to ·be a good 3rd
necessary to continue as SBA year director I am asking all of my
President, I do want to continue .fellow 2nd year students to vote
my involvement in .SBA. I for me.
therefore have decided to run for
Tony Leavy
3rd year director.

Quote of the Bi--Week
11,e gent whQ waka up and fl,uh

him#// a ,ucca, ltll6n 't been tUlnp.
- Wilson Mizner
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Save $205·-and ·More!
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_ Pre-enroll in any.
■arino-Josephson/BIC course
DOW and 1et ID •raordjnar,
· set ol benefits!
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By enrolling in any Marino-Josephson/BRC bar review course
npw, ·you can .save a load of money. and assure yourself of
continuous academic support"from Marino -Josephson/BRC
for Creative Educational Services)
and CES (The C_!!nter
'
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America's finest academic team .
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. FREEZE r1::1~-· couRsE PFf1ce BY PAY1N~.s·2s
. Stop inflation. · By enrolling now, you assure yourself
of a 1980, 1981 or 1982 bar review course at present
prices - probably resulting in.a savings of betwe.en
$25 -:-- $100, _or rnor,.ll ,.
/

..

Of all first-time takers from all New York law schools, an"e,.tra: ord inary-89% of'thdse ~ho took the Mariho course passed the tough
, New York Bar Exam . q _ut.-.o f-staters from ABA ac:;credited schools
did almost as well; for example, gtaduates from Boston University
passed 100% (8 of 8); Catpoli~ u'niversi.t y,_89% (8 of 9); John Mar, .
shall, 100% (7 of 7) ; Univeri;_ity of.Toledo, 100% (7 of 7); Vermont ,
Law School, 83% (5:of 6); Seton Hall 89% (8 of 9).

'

BlG- DtSCOUNTS ON CES PROGRAMS
First and second year enrollees will be entiNed to at
least a 10% discount on all CES books and programs,
incliidirig Sum & Substance books-and tapes, and the
special LAW -(Law Analysis Workshops) ·courses for first
-:...
year studen.ts.

:2j

ACCESS TO MA"RINO.JOSEPHSON/BRC AUDIOTAPE
LIBRARY
Listen on cassette tc;> any bar lecture 'of yo.u'r choice in
Ma,rino-Josephson/BRC office.
•
-

In 1978 Marino was the ~st - in 1979, with the integration of
Josephson ,BRC Law Summaries and some superb lecturers we will
be even better.

FREE
- TRANSFERABILITY
.
Your BRC enrollment can be transferred to any other
BRC course in a different state.

.. ... ., . . .
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71 BROADWAY, 17TH FLOOR, NEW YORK: N.Y., 10006, 212/344-6180
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Seafoo·d : An Alternative ·To Meat And ,P otatoe,/"'
Baked Filet of Fish
· To serve f~ou will need:
2 pounds fish filet
4 tablespoons butter
1 large garlic clove (more if
you lik.e), chopped fine
parsely, sesame seeds, salt and
pepper to taste.

Preheat the oven , to 350
degrees. Melt the butter in a small
saucepan, add the garlic and saute
for a few minutes. Place the fish
by Paul Suozzi
in a shallow baking pan. Brush
generously with butter and garlic.
In recent years, more and more Serinkle with parsely, salt, pepper
people have become concerned and sesame seeds. Bake for 25
with the amount of meat they minutes. Serve with lemon
consume, especiall_y red meat.
Though rich in protein, red meat
also has a high colesterol content,
which many people wish to avoid
for health reasons. Some,
however, fear they will not get
enough protein if they cut out
meat . Well , a s mo s t
non-meateaters know , there are·
many foo ds which are high in
protein and also low in colesterol. .
Se a food is prominent among
those foods, and it als·o happens
to be among the most delicious.
Growing up on Long Island
Sound, I was exposed to the
procurement of seafood at an
early age. Fishing has been one of
my favorite pastimes for years,
and I've tried cl am digging on a
number of occasions (though it is
often more work than pl ay). Of
course, one may forego the thrills
of catching supper and still enjoy
the harvest by stopping at a local
seafood store, or superm arket
with a fresh fish co unter. In any
event, you are sure to enjoy the
fruits of the sea, as they are good
tasting , a nd co nveni e ntly
nutritious and low in calori es .
Baked or broiled filet of fish is
one of the easiest dish es you ca n
prepare that is both quick and
satis fying . . Flound er, sole, cod ,
haddock and perch are among th e
many varieties whi ch can be
prepared this way, and it onl y
takes about an hour to do so. ·
By the way, filet m ay appear
to be expensive in price per pound
when compared to meat, b_ut it is
actually cheaper than you think.
Fish filet has no fat which adds to
weight and then melts away . in
cooking, so you need to buy less
per serving.

65. 12/7 /78

COMPLAINT: What can be
done to better organize cases and
points? Also, ·some appear to be
missing.
RESPONSE : Cases and points
are a problem for the library
because we lack sufficient storage
space and manpower to deal with
the collection .
We receive boxes of cases and
points from all the departments but they are selective, we don't
receive every case record from the
1st and 2nd departments.
Last year w·e were completely
out of storage space on the· 7th
f'.loor. Tu.is fall, with the return of
the economic c,o llecti n to

Opinion

6 tablespoons milk combined
with 6 tablespoons cold water
2 egg whites
1 pound of large shrimp,
shelled and de-veined

Pilaf/from Marianne Suozzi

The shrimp tempura is great when
accompanied by this rice dish .
½ cup scallions finely chopped,
including the green tops
½ cup mushrooms finely
To prepare the batter, PQl,ff.the
flour into a large mixing 1bowl,
chopped
make ·a well in the ,i::enter an~ add
3 tablespoons butter
the egg yolk, beer and salt. Stir
r cup rice
the ingredients together until they
2½ cups chicken broth
are mixed well, then gradually
Saute the scallions in butter
pour in the combir1ed milk and
water, and continue to stir until until so{t. Add the uncooked rice
and brown lightly. Then add the
the batter is smooth.
For a lighter texture, let the mushrooms and saute a minute or ·
batter rest at room temperature two more. Turn into a casserole
for at least 30 minutes, though it with the chicken broth and bake
may be used at once. In either in 350 degree oven about 45case, beat the egg whites until minutes, stirring once or twice.

they form unwavering peaks on Papa Paun's Manhattan Style
wedges. ,
the beater when it is lifted from · Clam Chowder
Broiled fish is prepared '. th e
the bowl. Then gently fold th em submitted by his 'son Jerry
same way except you broil for into the batter.
,
about 10-15 minutes, depending
This is a full and hearty clam
Heat 4 to 5 incties of oil or '
on the thickness of the fish .'I have shortening in a deep fat fryer to a
chowder that c~n serve as a meal
found baked filet to be more temperature of 375 degrees (or
in itself if served with good Italian
tender th an broiled , though use a wok and get it hot!). Preheat
bread and a salad if you like. The
broiled is a bit quicker. In either the oven to 250 degrees and line a
ingredients are as follows:
case, while the fish is cooking you large shallow roasting pan with
1 stalk celery
have time to prepare some rice paper towels.
and a salad or vegetable, so you
Wash the shrimp under cold
have a complete meal in about 45 running water _and pat dry, with
minutes.
paper towels . Drop two or three
shrimp at a time into the batter,
Shrimp Tempura
and, when they are well coated,
plunge them into the hot oil. Fry
On an occas ion when you have for a few minutes until light
more tim e and mon ey you might gold e n brown , turning
try this recipe . (Fresh shrimp are occasionally with a spoon to
about $7.50 a pound, but they are prevent them from sticking
delicious. Try frozen if fresli is togeth er or to th e P/ln. (It is a
prohibi tive.) To serve four you good idea to keep the batter cold
will need :
and the oil very hot, and only
cook a few at a time so the oil
Batter :
stays hot. Th is wi II prevent them
1 cup flour
from getting greasy .) Place the
1 egg yolk
cooked ones in the oven so they
1
4 tablespoons beer
stay Wot while you cook the
¼ teaspoon salt
others.

Lockwood, we gained a few
empty shelves. We decided tb try
and begin processing the cases and
points as they came in.
One of the problems we had
encountered before, in try.ing to
find the correct official cite for
the case, was that we had to
search among sources and ' then
ended up · waiting until the cite
appeared in a digest or fodex . This
often took months. Now we are
merely arranging them ir order as
they come in, stamping them with
a number and typing up case
name cards which will be filed
·alphabetically. However, even this
si~ple P!ocess is taking up,a great
,
deal of time.

February 8, 1979

We h,ave looked into the
possibility of microfilming the
'collection, bu't the cost is
prohibitively expensive.
We realize that the cases and .
points are a valuable' research tool
fo;our students, J nd we are trying .
to make them as accessible as
possible. Most of the cases and
points can be obtained (at Ia price) ·
from other libraries, so if you
can't. find a case on the 7th floor,
ask a referenoe librarian to help
you find a library that would have
the case.
·
66. 12/21 /78
C O M P L A I N T : T _h e
undergraduate library on the
Amherst Campus , Is now open,

,
and virtually empty. ·1t's.12:30
PM on a Sunday· and I can't get a
carrel or conference room to
study in. I am a law student. I
have to get here at the c~ack of
dawn on the weekends to assume
myself a place to ,s tudy. The
materials I need are not available
elsewhere. ·I find that same need
difficult to believe of the
undergraduate poptila~i~n. During
the semester 'it's bad enough, bu(
during exams it's impossible. I just
don't think it's fair - ~hy
segregate the libraries? Why not
just thr.ow the law books in with
the,,med school books or · English
or Bio? .
·
RESPONSE: We had hoped

1 very large onion
1 very small green-pepper
2 carrots
1 qt, water
2 large potatoes
1 16 oz. can of whole tpmatoes
2 or 3.'6½ oz. cans 'o f chopped
clams .
,,
:t
¼tbs. thyme
salt & pepper to taste
Chop the celery, onion, green _
pepper, and carrQts and sautee
them in oil or butter for 10
minutes adding salt and pepper.
After the vegies have sauteed ,for
10 minutes add 1 qt. of water and
allow to cook for another 45
minutes. While this . stock is
cooking, dice the 2 potatoes and
open the can of tom(!.toes_ I
recoml]lend using ' tomatoes
packed in puree because I add the
puree to the sou·p for extra
tomato flavor.
After the' stock has cooked for
45 minutes, _ add · the _diced
potatoes and the tomatpes with
the puree to the soup, rippi r g the
tomatoes into bite-sized pib,ces as
you add them .
.
I
After about 10 m inutes1more
(be sure 'the po tatoes are almost
done) add the clams with their
juice and ¼ tbs. of thyme . Allow
the soup to cook for another 5
minute$ adding more salt and
pepper to suit your taste. The
soup is complete. Enjoy . (Makes
about 3 qts . of soup) .
Of course this is only a very
small sample of the creative and
delicious ways to pr_epare seafood .
Hopefully after reading this you
will be prompted to share some of
your favorite seafood recipes with
us. _ Just drop them o,ff in the
envelope outside the Opinion
office, room 623 .

:_amy jo fricano

that the new UGL would attract
undergrads, but our library has a
reputation as a quiet study place;
and that is what draws the
undergrads. ·
In addition, we have extended
our librjlrY 's hours - . notably on
Sunday we open at noon when
every other library opens at J. while other libraries have cutback
on their hours.
. While we sympathii e with you
we cannot throw undergrads out.
We have discouraged their use of
the library with car-rel sign out
and limits on xeroxing, but until
thev. discover other quiet · areas,
we will probably' s.till hav~ a lot of
. undergrads studying here.

Short Relief

.Try Pickil&g Sitl:es:ffl/,: The ·j'flusiness'' of Sports \
\

flesh to the ~ighest bidder proves
one thing to me • 'sport was not
meant to be business. It can't be a
n a turjll · relationship
simply
because of what it does. to the
people ·· , involve~.
All . this
bargaining can really bring out the
worst qualities · in the people
involved. (·I for one 1will never
believe the McDonald's people
when they assure me that "we do
it all for you" because I heard the
comments made -by McDonald's
owner, . Ray Kroc during the
· Catfish Hunter negotiations four
by Maria Colavito
years ago. Mr. Kroc,· who also
.
.
. happens to own the• San Diego
Every year aboyt this time the Padres, not only refused to buy
American public is-treated to the Catfish, a pitcher his team needed
spectacle of sport as business. It ~adly, but also managed· to insult
happens in -every sport - .witness just about ·everybody concerned
the World
Football
League with the deal. If Padres fans really
debacle of several years back believed
what
Mr.
Kroc's
when dozens of star talents commercials said and felt that
jumped ship for the sake of big they "were the ones" it would be
money- (which turned· out to be normal for them to thi~k that the
like jumping· ·a rescue ship for a team would come ac·ross ·with the
spot on the Titanic), and the O.J. cash to put themself in the
Simpson (will he go west?) drama. running ' for somethirrg. Which )ill
Baseball of course is. no stranger. makes you believe maybe there
to the horror of watching grown really are worms in Brg Macs.)
men reduce themselves 'to the
. Although ·there isn't an owner
level of · bejng merely so many out there who won't tell the
pounds of muscle and RBI ~ower public that he wouldn't do
for th e sake of attracting the anything to get a winning team
highest bidder. Thi season th e "for the city that has done so much
biggest (or at least the most for him, many owners have an
publicized) catches ·were Pete · attitude similar to that of Mr.
Rose and Rod Carew. Rose has Kroc. They don't like to part with
already gotten what he considers much money for a player (I am
-his ..money's worth for himself, sure thay _all hav«; dreams of
and by the time this col_umn is ret.tfrn_ing to the days when a
printed Ca~ew wili probably 6e Mickey Mantle would come
settled ii'}. California with his agent crawling -out pf the mines of
ru!)Jling himself ragged trying to Oklahoma into their waiting arms,
invest all his ·client's new found easilylconvinced that a cash bonus
wealth.·
·
of $5,000 w'as a small fortune)
The sale of talent is ce rtainly but they are also in the business
not a new concept and it happens · for a profit (although they
.at all levels of American business maintain consistently, almost in
life. But seldom is it conducted one voice, that they are losing
with so much fanfare and money every year). Although they
publicity as it is in sport. Apart see the game as big business, they
from setting back the cause of cah 't tolerate the same attitude in
human dignity a hundred years or their players. And, if the players
so, all this auctioning of human haven't already been convinced

that sport pays off and is big
business today, there are a dozen
or so commission-hungry agents
who are ready, willing and able to
remind them.
·ee, tain oommonly used words
in the English language al~o suffer
a severe strain during these
exercises of sp·o rt as business. The
most commonly abused word
seems to ·be \ "pride" which can
have
completely ' different'
meanings
depending
upon
whether the person using the
word signs the salary checks or
cashes .them. The recent exchange
between Rod Carew and George
Steinbrenner is a case .in point.
Never let it be said that George
Steinbrenner was above buying
and paying big for talent for his
. team . After all this ·is the man
who, if he hadn't had so much
faith in his attorney, probably
would have bought someone to
stand in . for him in his illegal

.

Siena, Boston, Illinois, or UCLA,
the game becomes the focal point
February is a boring month. around which a university of very
Always has been and probably disparate interests can gather - it
always will be. Exhilaration and draws people together, adds a
_excitement over the holidays has sense of excitement to the
passed. PresStJre and tension from University, and focuses publicity
" finals is gone. Time to sfrt a new and attention on the school.
year has begun .
•
In addition, basketball as
But, what has usually been football are money-producing
something to look forward to in revenue sports whose funds not
January, February, and the cold on I y provide for the
winter months is not here. It is self-sy!ficiency of the program,
something that mak~..£_ach week but · provide funds for other
to be looked forWlfrd to .:. non-revenue producing sports and
something people can get excited extensive intramural programs
about - something people can- which ar,e to the benefit of

care about.

'everyone. ,..

That something is big-time
college basketball.
Nostalgically, I look back to
my day.s at · Duke when the
·basketball gi\me was the highlight
ot the week, and that was- before
Duke basketball became the
power it is today. It figures I was
there for five years of meaiocre
basketball, and the year after I
leave they go to the national
NCAA finals.
,
,
But, whether it be at Duke,

New York State is one of the
very few state school systems ·in
the country which does not have a
major collegiate sports p ogram.
It's really a shame that a state
which produces such fine. athletes
for other schoqls, cannot have a
state university progr-am of which
it can be proud.
Fo, those who have ever had
the opportunity to be part of a
major athletic program, it's
unbelievably fun and exciting.

career, this could mean a lot in
terms of financial security. But of
,._ course, it came 6ut sounding like
the old Yankee , pride • Carew
should be proud to live an<Lwork
in a city that produced the team
that brought you Ruth, Gehrig,
DiMaggio and Mantle, etc. And
while all of us fans can be easily
convince·d of such an argument
(after all we'd give anything to
have Steinbrenner ask us to play),
a player like Carew has his
'personal pride, and it tells him
that if he is going to be the
drawing card that fills the stadium
with people who are going to buy
food and souvenirs, come in cars
that pay for parking, and help the
team raise the cost of its TV and
radio time, pride demands that
the owner be fair and send some
of that money trickling down thy
player's way.
See what I mean? It's all very
strange.

Law Review To Hold Info Meeting
Al I 1first year students
. interested in becoming members
of the Buffalo Law Review and all
first and s;cond year students
interested in summer 1979 Sea
Grant Fellowships are invited to
attend the informational meeting
to be held Thursday, February 15
at 3:30 in room· 106.
The Buffalo Law Review is
published quarterly. Members are
responsible for completing one
scholarly casenote or comment.
There are also opportunities to do
editing and publication work.
Members are selected on the
basis of a writir:ig competition and

\

first year grades. The selection or not Sea_ Grant Fellows are
process weighs both grades and chosen to be members of·the Law
the writing competition equally. Review. The Fellowship carries a
The writing competition opens in . stipend of approximately one
mid-February and closes ten days thousand to fourteen hundred
after the last spring final. Only dollars. There are ten to twelve
first year students are eligible to Fellowships available f~r the
compete.
summer of 1979.. --Sea Grant
Th e Sea Grant Fellowship Fellows are selected on the basis
provides a full-time summer of th e Law Review co mpetition
employment opportunity for both paper and first semester grades. ·
first and second year students. Sea (1 st, 2nd and 3rd semester grades
Grant Fellows work on articles for second year students). Sea
dealing with legal issues pertai11ing Grant competition papers must be
to the Coastal Zane. Completed completed by April 16th.
Sea Grant articles are published in
All those interested are invited
the Buffalo Law Review whether to attend the Feb. 15 meeting.

Summer L~w Courses Offered Abroad
The University of San Diego is
accepting · applications from
lawyers and law students for its
summer seminars in Guadalajara ,
Mexico, July 1 through August 2,
London and Oxford, England, and

Basketbal4 Boredom And ~Bodi,es
by Jay Marlin

contributions charge.
But the Yankees don't really
need Carew. Cris Chambliss is a
·good steady first baseman and
although he did suffer atthe plate
last season he is still one of the
more
stable,
dependable
ballplayers in New York (where
the value of stability is · very
inflated). •Maybe knowing this
made George Steinbrenner a little
less . tolerant towards Carew's
demands. All in all, Carew didn't
think he was being treated fairly
but Steinbrenner thought 'he
_should be less demanding because
after all he was going to get a
chance to play in New York.
Steinbrenner
thought- Carew
should have fallen all over himself
for the opportunity to wear
pinstripes. What George probably
meant was that New York is
wlfere the advertising and the
press exposure is, and that to a
player at Carew's stage in his

Paris, France July 1 through Law, International Human Rights,
August 11 . Courses vary in length lnterrf11ti ·onal Business
Transactions, Soviet Law, and a
from 1Q_ to 40 days. ·
Paris /ocuses on international wide variety of Comparative
and comparative law; London on courses in areas of Administrative
internat ional business problems; La w , Antitrust , Arbitration,
Oxford on Anglo-American · and Business Organizations,
Socialist law; and Guadalajara on Constitutional Law, Contracts,
Environmental and Energy Law,
law of the Americas.
The faculty includes John Criminal Law and Procedure,
Kaplan of Stanford, Detlev Vagts Estate Planning, Insurance, Land
of Harvard, Domin iq ue Carreau Use Planning, Tax and Torts.
For further information, write :
and Cyrill e David of Paris , James
Fawcett, President of the Dea n Herbert Lazerow, Law
European Commission of Human School, U. of San • Diego, Alcala
Park, San Diego, CA · 92110
Rights.
Courses include Comparative u :s .A.

The game is not simply 1O
persons on a court trying to
outscore each other. It's the filling
up of a stadium 60 minutes before
game time, with P«rP bands and
bluegrass· bands, of cheerleaders
and people screaming and
stomping their feet.
Of a fieldhouse, where
emotions and support of
Th e results of t he
something can be given . Of
spotlights being thrown on a commencement questionnaire
player as his name is introduced in have been tallied and Artpark will
the darkened stadium, and the be the site of the ceremonies
thunderous chant of a crowd which will take place Saturday,
May 26. Artpar k was chosen over
yelling "Dee-fense"·:
In contrast to the pros, the Kleinhans by an overwhelming
players are your classmates, the three to one margin (94 to 32).
guy in the dorm next door,
The questionnaire was
friends and acquaintances. •
At a . University which is split prompted by the concern of
info two remotely connected several students whose parents are
unfi('lished campuses, we could Orthodox Jews. Artpark had been
use something to inject some the original choice, but it could
spirit, some life into this place. ·only be reserved on Saturday, the
Something ~at will draw us Jewish Sabbath, when Orthodox
together as o'he - something that Jews are forbidden to travel. The
we can · be proud of and cheer for. students were understandably
upset because their parents would
And maybe, February not be able to attend the
ceremony.
wouldn't be so boring.
. I

Seniors Choo~e Artpark
For 1979 Commencement
The questionnaire was
distributed to third year students
before a New York Practice class,
and they were asked to state their
preference' for location of the
event, whether they wanted to
wear caps .and gowns, whether
they wanted class pictures taken
and who they would like as a
commencement speaker. The vote
was for caps and gowns (72 to 49)
and for class pictures (88 to 31 ).
The number of different
persons suggested for
commencement speaker is too
exhaustive to print here, and as
yet, no clear choice has surfaced.
Prominent among those suggest~d
were Bella Abzug, Louis
Lefkowitz, Billy Carter 1and Steve
Martin .
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Pttaident'• Corner

Pffl Lfflvy's .Last Hurrah ·
also had excellent representation
at Faculty meetings. in addition,
·we had a special presentation .at
one of our SBA board meetings at
which all the student reps from
the various committees met with
the Dean and the ·Board to express
their opinions on the structure
and functioning of . th·e
Faculty/Student committee
system.

active in affirmative action and
administrators working in the area
made Board presentations and we
passed an official resolution
supporting a TA/GA position for
minority student·affairs.
Social Events
We held two beer and wine
parties, a champagne party for
Professor Laufer, a morning
coffee and doughnuts and we are
ruri~ing the school's basketball
tournament.

Grade Referendum
Holding the grade ref~rendum
I thooght it would be was o·ne of our best
appropriate for my last . column accomplishments. We prepared External Affairs
both to review what I think have students for the vote by
· We are now being . invited to
been some of the major distribu~inghundredsofcop1esof the monthly meetings of the
accompli~ments of the SBA in an APPC analysis, posting and Alumni Association, we have
the last six months and also to putting .on library . reserve discussed mutual interests with
indicate · what \ think the SBA · information and by having two the undergraduate and graduate
should be doiO:g, this Spring and very successful open meetings student associations and have
by· Mike Buskus
next year.
w i t h t h e f a c u I t y an d begun investigating the possibility
administrators. Our work resulted of joining the student lobby group
SBA Attitude
A California penal statute
.
in a record voter turnout and, SASU.
The SBA is npw an open, after tabulating the results, we
Notwithstanding these making it a misdemeanor to.
accessible .organization in that we made presentations at several · accomplishments the SBA can and appear in public wearing a mask
have regular office hours, we post APPC meetings and a faculty should do a lot more on most of for the purpose of concealing
one's rdentity was recently
notices, agendis of -our board meeting explaining the student these issues.
meetings and the minutes from preferences. .
declared unconstitutional. In
those meetings: We have also
Ghafari v. Municipal Court, 250
SBA Committees
ended . the bitierness and "Late Grades
The organization of the SBA Cal.Rptr. 813"(Ct.App. 1978), the
devisiveness that plagued last
Our many meetings with the committees needs to be reviewed Court of Appeal fOF ttie First
year's Board.
Dean, an official resolution to the to determine whether a different District ruled that Penal Code
· . faculty and a presentation to a structure would better serve the §650a was unconstitutionally
Faculty/Student Committees
faculty meeting expressing . our students. We, at • least, need overbroad and violative of equal
.The SBA appointments dissatisfaction with late grades is committees to deal with two very protection.
committee worked extremely more than has ever been done to important issues which we either
-1 The law was challenged by an
hard in finding ·and interviewing pressure faculty members to hand have very little input in or none at Iranian student who was arrested
stude'nts for the various in their grades on time.
all, i.e. an SBA Promotion and in 1976 for peacef0IJy picketing
Faculty/Student Committees. and
Tenure Committee and an the Iranian Consulate in San
as a result we came up with some Affirmative Action
Admissions and Records Francisco while wearing a
excellent .students who were
By appointing student$ Committee. Generally we need to "mask." The "mask" consisted of
concerned, interested' and willing sympathetic to affirmative action -reach out to get a lot more people · holding several paper leaflets
to work~ ~ q~ the ~ltl!'Cs.,
~ ~~j~iOJ:)S, }\ppofntm_eQ.~ involved in all . the SBA between his face, and eyeglasses.
i.e. Appointments, Admissions, · and Mi ority Student Affairs committees. We also need . to Several weeks after the Ghafari .
Minority ' Student Affairs, Committees the SBA went on rewrite our · Constitution and · incident, several fellow pro~tors
Academic Policy and Planning, record supporting affirmative bylaws to better reflect the were ·arrested under similar
Academic Standing and Ljbrary, action and has gone a long way to present board policy and existing circumstances.
· The charges were brought to
have been working very hard and influence the school's acceptance practices.
the municipal court for the city .
have been dealing with important .of qualified minority students and
and county- of San Francisco.
issues affecting students. We have faculty. In addition, students
· ·-continued on page twelve
Demurrers by the defendants were
overruled. An appeal to the
Superior Court to obtain a writ of
prohibition to stop the
prosecution was unsuccessful.
Appeal to the Court of Appeal
on
the followed.
by Dwight Wells
Buffalo on Friday to teach at the recommendaiion
The American Civil Liberties
of
Professor
The departure of Professor law school. They also ·discovered appointment
Union represented Ghafari ai:id his
Ron Allen for Iowa left many of he was a UB Law School graduate Abramovsky to the faculty.
The issue as this author sees it co-cij>pellants.
~ interested in criminal law and had taught" at the University
The text of Penal. Code §650a
is the
process of faculty
uncertain about their future. of Toledo Law School.
especially - the makes it a misdemeanor for "any
Many doubted the law school's
Most
important,
as the appointment,
commitment · to the study :<>f semester developed, students . criteria · by which a potential person, either ,alone or in
company wi_
th _others, to appear
criminal law. A few years ago ~e found Professor . Abramovsky to faculty member is evaluated.
The criteria include the law on any street ·or highway, or in
law school had a criminal justice be a lawyer ·with extensive trial
proi,arn but: departing staff had an; appellate experience, which he school from which the candidate other public places or any place
reduced the program . · to a combined with the ability to · graduated, the level of academic open to view by the general
minimum number of courses teach. Even though the class was achievement attained at that public, with his face partially or
publications
arid completely concealed by means of
taught
by
last
minute lar,ge
(90-100)
Professor school,
professional
development.
•
A a mask or other regalia or
Abramovsky · had the talent to
replacements.
In the Fall of 1978, enrollment involve the class both individually serious effort is made to judge the paraphernalia, with intent there~y
in criminal procedure I was, as and collectively. His love .of person's future potential in their to conceal his identity."
That same law also extends a
usu~, quite high. Many students teaching was evident as he specialized field of law. No one,
limited
exemption to persons
including
the
student
body,
would
take criminal procedure I as a bar r®tinely • provoked
student
preparation course. As students discussipns of the issue ·under deny the importance of the wearing such a mask "in good
.mumed to school they were study in
style that would b.e factors mentioned above. What is faith for the purposes of
concerned .with the question: Who useful ·in the practice of law. He clearly lacking is any serious amusement, entertainment or in
is teaching criminal Procedurl! I? was ab~e to.combine-Ille th~ry or consideration of a person's ability complaince with any public health
to ieach and relate to students. order."
The answer given by thGSe who the law with its practice.
This statute, the
knew was Prpfe$sor Ab~ovsky.
It
known mid-semester We constantly hear in law school
of the courts' use of balancing in constiiutionality of which has
The problem.wltft· the ~wer
that Prof~ Ab1amovsky
that knowin& a nanNI. did not tell l_irte~ted in jol_nl'!& the faculty of their decision making process. The never been previously discussed in
· the students tnythlna, Pew if any the &w school. The nature of administratJon and faculty have any reported decision, was
knew who Jrof~ AbramOYSkY f.rofessot Allen's leave of absence not utilized. balancinJ when originally enacted in 1923.
Justice Feinberg, writing for
was.
. · _ ·, ,.. ·
.- . _.eft a .~lslan on an appointl" •.,t considering faculty appointments.
the California court, found that
They
should
be&in
wi~
Professor
Tlie ~ - ~mlpal -9,pc:edure ~ t . J n ll_~ b~ In Januiry, It
mu met on Friday, September 1. appeared there would be a faculty Abramovsky. He could bring •to the statute precluded anonymity
Students discovered ,that the_class position open in the criminal law UB law school the Ideal blend of for persons exercising protected
· wa ~
on F,rfday ·~~ area.
_. • .... . , . . . · ·,: those . 1quali.tles .identi!ied·· ·by rights of speech, peaceful
~ 'lallllht~,j~ Mw , On
J~nu\rl .•
the studen\\ as~- impqrtant in their assembly, and free association.
1
School aiia" ~
In
New Appointment Committee clecldell" quest for a ' meanln&ful legal The court determined that the
rJghts were linked by a protective
.
.
York Cty area:. He flew to not to decldeThey would make no education.

- amy jo fricano

Iranian ''Unmasks''
Unconstitutional Law

'°"

Appointment Criteria Questio·n ed

a

was

he!.d

the

became

was

19~

nexus. The court reasoned that
any legitimate governmental
interest supporting the mask
statute would have to - be framed
in the least restrictive manner
possible. On that ground, it was
found that . instead of being
narrowly tailored to fit an
appropriate end, the statute swept
overbroadly into the area of
protected speech and association.
The court emphasized that in
striking down this provision of the
Penal Law, municipalities were ·
not without means to handle
crowds and prevent disturbances.
A full _panoplay of prohibitions
against riot, . unlawful assembly;
disturbing the peace, as well as
obstruction of thoroughfares still
fi lied the state's arsenal of
prosecution statutes.
An alternative ground of
decision was that the statute was
imperni.issibly vague . The
amusement and entertainment
exception of the statute afforded
no guidelines .to poli_ce to assure
evenhanded enforcement of the
law. The court's rhetorical
comment captures this defect in
the statute:
"C9nsider, for example, that if
Aristophanes' Lysistrata had been
performed in • a public square
during the years of Vietnam, in
the classical Greek manner, in
masks, but worn for the purpose
of disguise, under section 650a,
both masked players and police
would have had the insuperable
burden of determining where the
antic muse stopped and political
protest began before deciding
whether the masks were being
worn lawfully."
Furthermore, the court noted
that a literal interpretation of the
statute would surely lead to
absurd results: "[C)elebrities
wishing to conceal their identity
from autograph seekers and the
general public ai-e committing a
public offense if they don large
hats and/or sunglasses for this

purpose."
The absurd!ty of this staµtte
speaks for itself. Fortunately, the
Court in Ghafari recognized the
situation for what it clearly was: a
blatant , attempt at political
persecution. Had there been any
disturbance of.-,the peace or threat
to public order, the authorities
could have booked Ghafari on
such cha,aes. No such violations
were ever alleged. ·.
This . decision should easily
withstand further scrutiny by
either the Caiifornia Supreme
Court or the United States
Supr:eme Court.
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Late Grading Problem Taken To Higher Court
by Jay Marlin
Indicating a refusal to accept
further delay, the Student Bar
Association in a major shift in
strategy has decided to go outside
the law school and seek help from
University officials to force the
law school faculty to submit its
grades on time.
Specifically, the SBA approved
letters being sent to Dr. Ronald F.
Bunn, Vice · President for
Academic Affafrs and Dr. Gilbert
Moore·, University Dean for the
Divjsion of Graduate and
Professional Education.
Noting that more than a
sufficient grace period has passed
since the January 19 faculty
self-imposed deadline, SBA
President Tony Leavy said at the
January 30 SBA meeting, "The
problem of submitting grades on
time has been a festering sore that
has been growing larger and larger.
It's time that the sore was
lanced."

-

were "delinquent" in submitting
As of the January 30th be tolerated."
meeting of the SBA, the following
"This is a problem that has their grades.
The letter to the .faculty
professors had not ·yet submitted plagued the law school for a
their grades: Schlegel, Breger, number of years, and it has been members further stated, "Further
Priest, Katz, Joyce, Albert, getting worse. Despite its efforts, delay in the turning in of . your
Hyman, Abramovsky, Birzon, the law school administration .has grades is unprofessional·, ' harmful
Kochery, Leary, Zimmerman, been -unable to get the faculty to to the students, and simply
Spanogle, Magavern, and Greiner. perform its ·professional duties." cannot be tolerated. It is our hope
'' De.an Headrick seems
The letter concluded, that you will realiie the
powerless in this situation," said "Therefore, we seek the help of seriousness of our attitude · and
Leavy. "He's tried, .but they your office in this matter. We ask purpose, and join with the
simply don't pay atte ntion to you to please inform us of what majority · of your colleagues in
him ."
actions your office plans on fulfilling their professional
In the letters, dated January taking against those professors responsibility."'
30, the SBA said, "We are whose conduct is demeaning to all
"This is a very serious probl'em
submitting this letter to you professors and to this law school." that has been allowed to continue
because of our deep concern over
At the same time the letters for too long," said Leavy in
the late submitting of grades by were being sent to Vice Presid~nt describing why the SBA took such
certain professors in the law Bunn and Dean Moore, the SBA drastic action. "Our feeling _is that
school."
sent out a letter to each professor it's time the faculty either
"As reflected by the concern whose grades had not been accepted t.h eir self-imposed
expressed by the Dean, by the submitted by last Tuesday 's . grading deadline of four weeks
·after the last final exam or
majority of faculty members, and meeting.
. The letter informed the changed it ·to a policy that they
by common pro~es ional
responsibility, the action of this professors of the SBA action, in would abide by."
As recently as December 1978,
minority of the fa lty are addition to notifying . them that
harmful to the
tudents, the SBA planned to publish the Dean Headrick sent a memo to
unprofessional, and can no longer names of those professors who the faculty indicating the

seriousness of the problem and
urging the faculty members to
abide by the grading deadline
which the faculty accepted at a
March 1967 meeting.
Also, at a December 1978
faculty meeting an SBA resolution
dealing with the problem was
presented and this too urged the
faculty to avoid the late grading
problems of the past several years.
lntel'\sive and heated discussion
ens-ued amo·ng the · faculty
members as to their
responsibilities and obligations in
th.is matter, with several of the
faculty members 9pe.n!y
criticizing their colleagues · for
their lackadaisical attitude
towarcts grading.
Leavy made clear that if there
were extraordinary circumstances
whe_re the grades of a.cour~e could
not be submitted on time, · then
such delay might be understood if
they were communicated to the
students via the bulletin boards in
the 2nd floor mailroom.
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A Mythical Fable

_The D~ath OJA .Tort
· by Bob Siegel
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9/26

Offlurs
Tony Leavy
i,
- ·'!! Cathy Kaman
•f ' Charmaine Bissell
J. Ted Donovo1n
(Third Year)
John Batt

Mo1dellne Bernstein
Clo1ude Joer1
Jeff Licker
Jim Mo1foy
(Second Year)
Bonnie Cohen
Debbie Humphrey
Sherman Kerner
Glo1dys Lafor1e
Lewis Steele
DwlptWells
(First Year)
Dave Guy
Jay Mo1rfln
J,1y Mintzer
Mike ROMnthill
Michelle Sliver
Leslie Wolffe

11/-13 ' . 11/30

,1/19

1/30
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Present•
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Present

Present Present
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Present•• Present•
Pr~1ent•.· Present

Present
Absent
Present"
Present .
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.Present·

Present·
Present
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Present•
Present
Present
Present
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Present
Present•
N.M .
N.M.
Present
Excused

Present
Absent
Present
Absent
Absent
Present

Present
Present•
Present
Absent
Absent
Present•

Present
Excused
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Excused
Absent
Present

Present
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Present
Absent
Excused
Present

Present
Present
Present
Present•
Present
Present•

Excused
Present•
Present
Prese~t•
Presenr
Present•

libsent Exf US,d
Present Pie~i,t ·
Preseiit Pre~nt•
Presen~l;· Excuieil
Present Present
Present Present

Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present

Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present•

Ell~used·
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present

:··. -rre-,nt•

Present
Excused
Excused
Excused
Excused
Present

Excused Absent ' Excused
E.xcu~ 'A~~t · Pr'1ent•
Excused Abtent Pr•nt
;P~sent• Present Excused ·
Prt~nt · Praent Present ·
Preient Present Pr•nt

.,.

Preseo.t· Abient . Al,eent
Present
Pretent
Present
Present
P~esent

Present
Abtent
Present
Absent
Present

Pre1ent
Absent
Present
Present
Present

.(

Present" ~·
Pr-nt
Present
Present
Excufed
Present

meaM ~at the person either ilffiYjld fllW' or.Jeft ·early beclluse of ot~er meetlnp,
elas,es, employment, or SBA basketball.
• N.M. mans not a m-ber.·
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"tail" in Ortanian.)
,
So Naught assembled a handful of his
ONCE UPON A TIME o'n the planet best men and set out on ·his perilous
Won-el there existed a tiny village known mission \o slay the dragon .Torta. He
as Orta. The inhabitants of the village, the traveled over hill and dale and .beyond the
Ortans, always had a lot to do but never, rising sun. And as they traveled the ,band
did it even though fhey knew that they sung a tune to keep alive their hopesaand
'.'oughta. ". Their golden rule was; "Never spirits:
' ,.
do today what you can do tomorrow and
Beyond the valley~ and thriJ,the trees,
never do tomorrow what you can do next
·over the mountains and across the·seas,
We'll travel onward until we sl~ughter,
week." Now since the Ortans didn't
accomplish anything (though they always
That evil Being known as Tcirta.
And onward they went, traversing the
had a lot to do), their leader,thePrinceofProcrastination, was known as Naught, land, not knowing if · they were being
meaning "nothing/' So was existence in watched, not · knowing who was in
Orta, day after day- and year after year. comma.n d. Suddenly they heard · an :
Nothing of importance would ever get awesome roar ancl'knew they had met their
done. But then one day that all changed enemy. Torta swooped down from the
towering skies, his flames settin·g the forest
and became part of history .
One morning as Prince Naught was ablaze. Naught and his men felt the
minding Orta's fort, a brilliant beam of tremendous blast of heat and took shelter
light from afar caught his eye. And Naught in a nearby cave in orde·r 'to prepare
watched it intensely. One moment it was-at themselves for battle. And· then the battle
the ·edge of the horizon and theri all of a began . On and on for months it lasted. The
sudden Naught and the beam were flames ; could be -seen from m·ifes around.
face-to-face. But the beam was no longer And then a silence fell upon the forest.
an inanimate · ray of light. It had Torta had been defeated~_To'rta was dead.
transformed itself into the shape of a man. And the people rejoiced. Naught was given
It had become the great diety Duit.
Torta's tail as a remembrance.of his mighty
Now everyone in Orta knew what the victory. (Everyone knows that a dragon
sudden appearance of Duit meant. loses his trail when he .dies. So Torta had
Something needed to be done! They had lost his ' 'a" and ~ow he was simply a Tort.
•~. been saying that they "oughta" for too
The people now hac( the courage to talk
long. It would be difficult and dangerous, about the dead dragon. "Tort was evil and
possibly devastating and disastrous, but vicious," they cried. "Tort was a wrong!"
something different would indeed be Then they celebrated their new-found
required of them now.
sense of accomplishment and partied for
Fear and anxiety caused Naught's mind many a night.
to race as he tried to contemplate what • But now the Village. of' Orta was
Duit had in store. So he sat ,still and unfairly named . It was no longer proper for
pondered his dilemma until Duit decided them to be stigmatized with the label
to speak.
"olighta.'" They no longer "oughta" do
"Naught, son of Mort, and Prince of the something because they had done it. They ·
land called 9rta, ·I command .you to were doers! And Naught : presented ·the
venture out beyond the confines of Orta to town with.the dragon's tail to symboliie •its
defeat Torta, the fier,y dragon of, the East." i~redible achievement. ·So the town ,put
No\y Naught, wtfo was.. wet i ith swi:at-~ ~ "a" in front of the "Orta" and from ·
and pale with fear, pleaded with the gre'af · th~n on the tqwn was known as· "Aorta";
Duit for a change of assignment. But Duit meaning the heart, the beat, the pulse, the
·simply replied : "Do it," and vanished from life, the · power! .They were now a proud
sight and this was quite sufficient. Naught people. They . had succeeded and would
knew that he must go. He knew that he never have to wcirry about Tort again.
must set !>Ut on a journey, not to.re.turn to
Since this Is a fable; there should be a
0r_ta until the. successful -corftpletion of his . ,moral: a· Jesson to ,be·•; lliarntd. So just
task . Torta must die. ·(Point of remember, "Do as your Orta, not as your
information: "a", pronounced "ah", means Torta."
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Aa BAR/BRI enrollments have clin,bed.
the state p:ma-percenlage hm ~
We don't claim "oauae-and-effia,"
bt,it we know Wit ~uat be doing_·
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Last summer.. New York's ~ rate was one cf the .
hjghist ftltr. And more than baH tbme,who pcmed
were BAR/BRI enrollees. BAR/BRI·trained mare tban2300 pen1011S, more than all other bar review c:ourNS
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BARIBRI'a overall..pma percenbge was higher than the stale
rate, and at many New.!fork echoolaiw.b::d a-pma peroenb§Je

' .J l t

in the low 90'• or high ~·• .

'nlwa while.SCIIIDe bar reviews claim aab'onomically bigb percenlagN each
· year, there ia only one ~rate you can trust-the Slate Rate. And C111
!BARIBRI enrollments haw- crlimt.d. Jbe State Rate hm cli~ writh it.
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Moot Court .O ccupied
With Tax -Competition ·_·
'Buffalo in the competition.
The Moot Court Boai:d is also
sponsoring teams ~five other
The 1979 Albert R. Mugel Tax inter-school competition~. Two
Competition which ivill be held teams - Ann Evanko_ and .if<>rj1
March 30 -~nd 31, is the next Black and Jeff .Licker and Larry
major project of ihe Buffalo Moot ' Kerman - will travel . to the
Court Board. The Board's Ml!gel ' University of North Carolina at
committee is currently sending Olarlotte for that law -school's
invitations to tax specialists and Constitutional Law competition.
members of the local bar to act as Ted Firetog and Karen r.,athews
judges for the preliminary and competed in the Niagara
final oral rounds. Twenty teams International Law Competition in
from law schools throughout the Cleveland the first weekend . in
Northeast and Midwest have Fe~ruary.
...._
Mike · Buskus ana Claude Joerg
already' filled the field of
competitors.
will participate in the Jrving R.
The · problem, which was Kaufman Securities Competition •
written by Professor Ke_nneth at Fordham 'University. •Tom
J oyc~, revolves around issues Bremer and Madeline Bernstein
covered in Tax 11. Last year's are preparing for the Pater1'ts
Mugel winner, Brooklyn Law Competition in New, Yor,k. Jerry
School, will retu, n to defend its Paun .and Ann t>feiffer will argue
tie. Third-year stu'd ent JoAnn . in the trial technique eompetltion
iould and 'second-year student sponsored by .the Pittsburgh Trial
\nn Bermingham will represent Lawyers' Association .
,

by Tim.Cashmore
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Research Co~puter Av~ilahle
ii its ' cost. While Mead leases these
computers to • law schools ~
indicate when the researcher is on preferential rates (ir:i 197.6 Mead
the right track and to facilitate charged the Ohio law schools
c,hanges in research strategy when $1500 per month for unlimited
appropriate.
curriculum-related research during
Various written instructional time-restricted periods), law firms
materials, such as the loosei°eaf using LEX IS are a5sessed fees for
"LEXIS Desk Book," are every search request, depending
supplemented by individualized upon· how long the search takes.
instruction sessions with librarians Most law firms pass·or:i this cost to
or LEXIS salespeople.
clients by means of special billings
The · availability of specialized from Mead which itemize use
" libraries"· including securities law charges by client and file number.
and. tax law offers special
It has been speculated that
advantages to these practitioners. LEXIS or other "full text"
For example, LEXIS has complete computer systems could
files · of SEC "no action" letters, eventually supplant book
an essential · reference tool for collections for some libraries.
securities lawyers. Other special Because LEXIS contains the
advantages of LEXIS include its e~tire text of reported dedsions
use as a very· up-to-date plus printing capability, small
Shepardizer and· the ability to librar-ies with 1-imited shelf space ,
quicl<ly- amass citations to every and restricted acquisition budgets
case decided by a particular judge. might prefer to lease a LEXIS
The single. most sign"ifkant terminal. Furthermore the ability
restriction limiting the to directly pass the cost of such
proliferation of LEXIS terminals research on to individual clients

-continued from page one

·HO·FS-TRA
LAW
s·c HO·OL

would facilitate· incorporation of
this device into the libraries of
,.
small-I-aw .firms. 1
The content of this article was
Qased largely on. sev.eral. journal
articles and a series of videotapes
produced by Mead Data Central.
Readers lookiFJg -for more detailed
infor,m ation ~tiould consult:
. - ' Sprowl, Computer-Assisted

-

COURSES
CREDITS
Conflict of Laws
3
CrimiNI Procedure 'I
3
,Debtor Creditor
3
Evidence
4

. mer
. .·lndividuill
Faniilyuw
Sum
Income Tilx
·lnter'MtioNl·uw
Program, Secured
Lilnd yse Pli1nnin1
Trilnuctions

1979

3
4
2
3
3

SUMMER SESSION II
JULY 11-AUCUST 24

8usine11 <>r1ilniutions
c"oq1mercii1I Paper
for further informilti~n •· ·C.o mmunlcations Lilw
-write·- or call· . Health uw
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Faculty/St~dent Committees
We need better-communication
between the SBA Board, the
student members of the various
comm.ittees and the student body.
Legal Research - An Analysis of Since many of the committees
FuH-Text Document Retrieval only exist on paper or are ·,both
Systems, Particularly the LEXIS poorly organized and poorly run, ·
System, 7 · Am. Bar Dound. · structural changes should be made
or these c6mmittiies should be
Research/.115. (1976) .
- Dee & Kessler, The Impact abolished. We also .need increased
of .' Compu,tefized Methods on student representation on some of
Legal· Research Courses: .A Survey the committees, such as the
of LEXIS Experiences and Some Appointmen'ts Committee.
Probable Effects of WESTLAW, Grading System·
69 law library/. 164 (1976).
The faculty is still under
- Halladay, Legal Research pressure to change our presen~
with WESTLAW, 61 A.B.A.J. grading system and they will, in
1414 (1975) .
all lik~lihood, discuss the issue at
- Neth, Computerized Legal one of their · next ' meetings. We
Research in the Law Schoo.ls: The have to continue .representing the
Case Western Reserve- Experience, student view as it was expressed in
28/. of Legal Ed. 553 (1977) .
the grade refere~dum.

'SUMM.ER -SESSION I
MAY ~29-JULY 9

·Preside-iit's·:Ccirner ..

SCHOOL;~f LAW

HEMPSTEAD, NEW YORK 11550
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continue to look in.t o the
possibility of joining SASU and
we should begin lobbying for
student concerns in Albany an.d
Washington. In addition, we must
increase and formalile our
relati-~nsh_ips with · the other
SUN Y B.uffalo student
organizations and -we must 'have
better contacts with the ,alumni
association.

Newsletter ·
A · bi-weekly SBA newsletter
could Reep everyone 'much better
informed of SBA.activities.
Admissions
,
We must involve students in
recruiting by · telephoning and
writing accepted applicants. We
also should be ready to invite
accepted appUcants to come t.o
the school so that we could show
them around .and give them a
student
perspective
.
. of law.. school.
,

Late Grades
We must continue 'to µse all Placement
.
legitimate means to· maintain ·
We must insu.re that tile ~fforts
pressure on -the faculty so th.ey of the placement offiu .are
will follow their self-imposed . direct'ed toward _helping · all law
deadline of getting their. grades in ·students -find 'the ' best · possible
4 weeks after the·last exam .
summer and permanent pa-sitions.

Affirmative Action
We ·must continue t'o
vigorously support proposals
whlch will -result in the admission
of more ni1noriW students and .the
appointment of minority -faculty
members. ·we should .also support
such ideas as the proposed grant
for a minority student affairs
coordinator and such
organizations as BALSA,
PRA LSA and the ad hoc
affirmative action committee.

Summer:rr•pc~
We need students to represent
us ov.er the summer in aJl --the fery
important issues whi.c h af,fett us,
i.e. _di~retioriary. adrriissjons, Fall
c-.ourse · offerfogs; .·. facu}ty
appointments. We -should also be
more involved in F,reshman~.
orientation.
,

Public Interest Law

We should consi~er tl:le
possibHity of funding one or two
Social Events an~ Student.Life
, p1,1blic inter~st . law· ·.job~ for
, We need more social events of stud·e nts who warit to do .this kind
all kings, i.e. parties and other of work o~er the summer. or
eve.nts such . as . •a bowling during the,,'1"school year ..
tournam~At, .baseb~II g;im~; .etc. . Nq,twitlutanding our funding, we
We .s~9uld also hav~ 1 a11 9r~!1!f~ - shbuld invest.igate ,o ther-sour~es ,of
~hedule o,f the~e ev~nJs. 1We•c01:11d· funding for.t his kimtof work. · '.
get to know · each other better if
,,we pursued ideas such as a Awards
social/information 1drop -inreenter
We should do ~m ~thing on a
and weekly get togethers with the formal basis to acknowledge
faculty , administratim and staff. · faculW ;' administrators :a1id staff
who contribute, more than is
~
req u I red to •make us better
External ~ffairs
.
Our modest •efforls have just . students and better prospective
' .
begun fn this field . We should lawyers. . .
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